Making business easy

Signify eBuisness solutions

The Signify eBusiness portfolio has been carefully developed with input from customers and business partners to offer the best solutions to optimize transactions and improve efficiency and accuracy. Signify offers a standard suite of eBusiness solutions as well as the option to tailor these solutions to the specific requirements of our customers and business partners.
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)

EDI allows for B2B (business to business) transactions to be completed by electronic communication over a VAN (value-added network) or over the internet. Data flows directly to and from the Signify IT applications and our customers’ IT applications in the standard ANSI X12 format. These automated processes help to reduce errors, increase efficiencies, reduce costs and increase transaction speed. Available transactions include:

- 850 (Purchase order)
- 855 (Purchase order acknowledgement)
- 856 (Advance ship notice)
- 810 (Invoice)
- 997 (Functional acknowledgement)
- 844 (Product transfer account adjustment)
- 849 (Product transfer account adjustment response)
- 852 (Product activity data)
- 846 (Inventory inquiry/advice)
- 820 (Payment order/remittance advice)
- 824 (Application advice)
- 753 (Request for routing)
- 754 (Routing instructions)
- 812 (Credit/Debit adjustment)
- 832 (Price/Sales catalog)
- 864 (Text message)

Application Programming (API)

Signify recognizes that our customers and business partners utilize applications of their own. Sometimes it’s just easier to access Signify information or transactions within that environment. The API is a simple transfer protocol that has big benefits in speeding up tasks and transactions while eliminating errors. Inquire at mylighting.nam@signify.com for API connectivity specifications.

Inquiries can be directed to: edisupport.na@signify.com